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Funded by a National Endowment for Humanities (NEH) Humanities Collections and Reference Resources 
Foundations Grant, the UA Little Rock Center for Arkansas History and Culture’s “Mapping Renewal” pilot 
project focused on creating access to and providing spatial context to archival materials related to racial 
segregation and urban renewal in the city of Little Rock, Arkansas, from 1954-1989. An unplanned 
interdisciplinary collaboration with the UA Little Rock Arkansas Economic Development Institute (AEDI) 
has proven to be an invaluable partnership. One team member from each department will demonstrate 
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Elise Tanner - Director of 
Digital Projects and Initiatives
Geoffrey Joseph - Enterprise 
Web Developer
Who we are
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Who we are
Center for Arkansas History and Culture (CAHC)
Who we are
AEDI provides research, technical assistance, and training 
to support and enhance economic development and thus 






Primary Source Selection CAHC Multimedia Archivist and staff
Digitization CAHC graduate student - project only
Metadata CAHC graduate student - project only
Geolocation AEDI GIS Analyst
Website UALR CS Student
Usability Testing CAHC staff





● Historic maps 
collection
































○ Derived from 








○ Shapefiles (Base layers)
○ Markers (Geocoded photos, 
documents, etc.)




● Display / Interaction











● Preserve the image with the 
most detail possible (large file 
size)
● Developed a custom model to 
compress the image files by 90% 




● Maps were already 
geo-referenced but in tiff format 
(uncompressed) representing 
months of work that had to be 
retained.
● Developed a custom model in ArcGIS 
to reformat tiffs as compressed 
JPEGs and retain geo-referencing 
information (90% reduction in file 
sizes)
● Some maps were already 
geo-referenced but in pdf format
● Developed a custom model to 
convert the pdf to tiff then used the 




Geo-coding of photographs and architectural drawings
● Photographs and architectural drawings were geo-coded so they can 
be referenced to their address location and placed as markers on the 
map.
Link between geo-referenced images and metadata
● Geo-referenced maps are stored on ArcServer. In order for the correct 
map to be retrieved when searching the metadata, a reference to the 
map (Map service name and Map ID) had to be stored in the metadata.
Metadata search
● For every digital asset file there must be a corresponding metadata 
record.  Using this data we have developed a custom search 
algorithm to facilitate the retrieving of relevant metadata. 
Tech stuff
Challenges / Decisions made
Challenge Decision 
Rendering high resolution (high res) tiff  
images in a web friendly manner. As TIFF is a 
format used primarily for printing, support 
for viewing TIFF files over the internet in a 
browser is inconsistent.
After some research and discussion with 
CAHC, we decided on the JPEG format for 
images, given that JPEG is a well established 
web and print format..
Transferring of assets between AEDI and 
CAHC
Teamwork was also needed to develop a 
process to store and transfer assets between 
AEDI and CAHC. AEDI set up a sftp server for 
the sharing of assets and metadata with 
CAHC.
What changed and why
What? Who?
Geolocation AEDI GIS Analyst x 2
Website Design UALR Art faculty
Website Development AEDI Programmer + Database Admin
UALR Info. Science faculty
Curated Content CAHC project graduate student
Usability Testing UALR CRUX Lab
Website Maintenance UALR IT Services
What changed and why: website
What changed and why: curated content









• More descriptive icons
• Use less technical/specific terms
What changed and why: collaborations
What’s next
NEH Collections and Reference Resources 
Implementation grant
Award announced April 2021 , $325,000
“Mapping Urban Fracture: Charting the Context and 





Special thanks to CAHC Multimedia Archivist Shannon 
Lausch for her contributions to this presentation.
